Loose English translation of the letter from a group of Israeli municipal rabbis forbidding selling or
renting an apartment in Israel to a non-Jew
Translation by Barry Leff
The days of Chanukah, 5771
In response to many inquiries we respond that it is forbidden from the Torah to sell a house or field in
the land of Israel to a non-Jew. In the words of the Rambam: “…as it is written, ‘and do not show mercy
to them (lo t’chanem) (Deuteronomy 7:2; chanem is also related to a word that is “parking” in modern
Hebrew, a place to rest), do not give them a place to rest in the land; if they do not have land, their
dwelling [in the land] will be temporary (Laws of Idol Worship, 10:4).” And the Torah cautions in many
places that it (mingling with Gentiles) is a cause of evil and sin to the public, leading to intermarriage, as
it is written, “for they will turn away your son from following me,” that this is a disgrace to the
sanctification of God’s name, and they cause the public to sin in other ways, as the Torah cautions “do
not let them dwell in your land lest they cause you to sin against me. (Exodus 23:33)” And the sin of
selling [to Gentiles] and the sins that follow are all the responsibility of the seller, God save us.
And more evil on evil, that the one who sells or rents an apartment to them in an area where Jews live
causes great damage to the residents, and brings about “they shall harass you in the land where you
live.” Their way of life is different from the Jews, and there are those who will harass us and bring our
lives down to where there is a life threatening danger as is publicized time and time again. And even
outside Israel, they [the rabbis] forbid selling to them in a Jewish neighborhood for this reason, and all
the more so in the land of Israel, as is explained in the Shulhan Arukh (YD 151) that this prohibition is
both between a person and his fellow man and between a person and God.
It is well known that as a result of selling or renting one apartment [to a Gentile] the price of all
apartments in the neighborhood will go down, even when the buyer and the renter are pleasant at first.
And the first seller or one who rents to them causes his neighbors a great loss and his sin is great. And
who allowed him? He causes others to sell their property after him, to flee from the place. And also the
ones who later sell to Gentiles, they increase a great sin that hangs over all.
And if this Gentile is troubling to his neighbors, it is already explained in the Shulhan Arukh that anyone
who rents to him is liable to ostracism (nidui)! Until he removes the cause of damage, even at great
expense (YD 334:43). In our days we don’t ostracize people, as is known, with the great stringencies of
“nidui.” There is an obligation on the neighbors of the would be sellers or renters to warn them, at first
privately, and afterwards publicly, to let people know. People should distance themselves from ones
who would sell or rent to Gentiles, not to do business with them, not to give them an aliyah to the
Torah, etc., until they repent from causing this great damage. Those who listen to us will dwell securely,
Amen, may it be His will.

Signed with the signatures and seals of many municipal rabbis in Israel

